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I. JXTHODUC:TION 
1, _i -= I) 2,. . . , I;, /2 1 1 i, j :--- 1) 2, . . . , I’; . . . i, j --- 1 
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for all k = 1,2,. . . , vn - 1; we have used the notation 
( ) a- 13 e’i 
to denote the matrix whose ajth entry is the quantity (scalar or matrix) 
tigj. This result (1.2) of Marcus’ follows, in turn, from certain results of 
de Pillis il, cf. Th. 3.11 concerning the Hilbert space structure of Grass- ._ 
mann algebras. In the present paper we seek to extend (1.1) to the general 
elementary symmetric functions El = trace, EQ,. . ., Er_lr E, = deter- 
minant, on I x t matrices. More specifically, 
DEFI~ITIox:. E,( l ), the qth dementwy synmetric iunctt’on, is defined 
on the r x r matrix rl by setting E,(A) equal to the term sum of the 
determinants of all of the principal q x q submatrices of A. (Precise 
definitions follow in Section 2 ; see also [4, p. 171.) That is, for each 
Q =I 1,2,..., r, and for each Y x r 
&(A) = 2 
n 
matrix A, we write 
det(A [o~u)), (1 3) . 
where A $a] represents the q x q principal submatrix of A based on 
the a(l)th, a(2)th,. . . , a(q)th rows and columns of A, and d runs over the 
A ’ element set of integer-valued functions on { 1, 2,. . . , q} with the 
\pJ 
constraint that 1 
Our objective is to compare the quantities 
and 
. . . A - lm 
. . . A 2m 
. . . 
. . . A m m, 
(Ma) 
(Ub) 
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where, as before, P = (iQ & is the wz X fit92 positive definite partititrned 
matrix, whose ijth block entry is the ~4 x *Z matrix A ii, i, j -y= 1, 2,. . . * Pa. 
,bs to the restriction on the integers p and Q, we require that 1 2~ p < IIC 
and 1 < 4 < PZ. Observe that, for the maximal vafuel; frlr fi an;; y, i.c., 
for@ = M and y =-= PZ (which implies that E, -= E, = E,, I= d~t~r~linant), 
we have from (1.1) that quantity (I.4a) is less than or equal tv quantity 
(Mb). For another example, chose p and q at their minimal values ; i.e., 
p~qx!z 1. Thus E, = E, = E, == trace, and quantity (L4a) is trivialI> 
~~1~~~ to quantity (Lab). 
Unforturkrtcly, we cannot correctlv conjecture that E,,JE’) in (L?a) c 
is always less than or equal to (1.4b) for all fi, y ; more often than not, 
the op~~ite is the case. We do, however, show the follo~~il~~ (Tt,eorem G) : 
Let F’ ZZC (44ij)ij, i, i ZZ 1, 2,. s l , m, be a.n tw X, ~1 schr-cntried, 
~,lock-partitioned, positive semidefinite matrix (each A fj i5 311 12 2:: 12 
matrix). Then, for all integers p, q, where 1 < /I 5: PG, 1 2:; y z< 11, w 
r;3 det(P’) < E, 
P’ 
( 1 .I?) 
(P r = unz’/arm principal ticjl x pq submatrix of P), where summation in 
(1.5) proreeds not over atL principal pq x f~q subn~atri~~~~ +f 1’) fin whish 
case the sum would equal EgO( P) ; cf. (I .3)), but only over (.~?~~~,~~~z & Y /XJ 
Ijrincipal submatrices P’ of P, called u~ifc~rn @~PKQw~ s;trb~rznfvi~~c~ of V, 
which we now define. 
The schematic representati~~n (1.6) illustrates the mechanks of selecting 
fip ~o~urnns (hnd corres~nd~~~ rows) to obtain a typical ~lnif~)r~~ principal * 
submatrix of .4 ; A is partitioned into m block columns and twv~, early 
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block column of A consists of $2 scalar-entried columns. The definition 
tells us, then, to select first any p (out of 9~) block columns and correspond- 
ing block rows from ,4. Then, from each of these block columns and rows, 
select exactly q columns and correq>onding rows; the manner in which 
these q columns (and corresponding rows) are chosen may vary from block 
column to block column. The resulting pq x pq principal submatrix 
thus obtained is a typical uniform principal submatrix of ,4 relative to 
the partitioning of A. 
q columns q columns q c01unms 
-w 
i i l =*i i7 (77 
i92 cntricslpz entries!9l cntricsj l l l in entriesj l l l 112 rmtriesl 
: t . . . $ ---- _----..- _._.^. ..__., -.- 
p block columns 
4 
t t 
4 4 
. . . * < . 
/ _._ .^ . . _ _ _ _ _^ . ._^_ _- 
1-12 block colunms 
( I .fi) 
To round out our result, we show that eyualitv obtains in (1.0) if and d 
only if 2’ = (Aij)jj is block diagonal to begin with, i.e., if an&only if the 
PZ x vz matrices Aij are zero whenever i + j. 
2. PRELIMISAHIES .4X1) IJEFISITIONS 
For vectors x1, A-.,, . . . , x, of 9)29t-dimensional unitary space X m,r with 
inner product ( 0, Q, we denote the Grassmann cstcrior product 5, 
Chap. IO,, Sec. 10: by 
Vectors of the form (2.1) are called decom~osnMe vectors (of degree q). 
The vector space spanned bv all decomposable vectors (2.1) is denoted 
by the qmbol I\QZ’~~,, and-its d+ncnsion is 
mn ( 1 (mn) ! z ..__ _.._. . q (inn -. q) !q! 
for 1 :g q -< mn ; the dimension of AQ-f,,, equals zero for q > mz. The 
SfKlCC! A’l-em R can be made into a Hilbert space by defining the inner 
product on pairs of decomposable vectors by 
the determinant of the q x q matrix whose ijth enky is t!w_sci,&r (*,y,, TJ, 
_.’ for all xi, yj E X,.. The symbol QR,g, I2 > Qv will demte that th;s of 
one-to-one order-preserving functions a which send the set { 1, ‘2,. , , , (I; 
into (1, 2,. . . , q,. . . , TZ). That k, CT E Q,,,., if and only if I ~2 i c- j :;I y -2. 
1 < a(i) < a(i) < n. For the vectors xl, x2,. .\. , x,, . . . , x, E Xnt,&, kve 
define X, in A%%‘,,,~, by
We note, relative to the inner product (2.2) defined for A’~.W”~,~,,, tktt, if 
Xr = {Xl, l l l ? xt} is an orthon4 -zal set of SmRt then {s,: (I E QJ is ~111 
‘r 
0 Q 
-element, orthonormal set in A%%‘,,,.. If r = Wz, so that xr is ai1 
r.)rthonormal basis for X,nll, then the 
m 12 
( 1 
-element 
Y 
set (x, : 0 E (J ,,,,, ,(,f 
is an orthonormai basis for AGW’~~~. 
For any linear operator T on Hilbert space 2, C,(T), thr qt h ckrncntq- 
compound of T is that linear operator defined on A”-%’ by 
for all dec*omposable vectorFl -I’~ A x2 A l l l A x, E A%& l+r~m (2.4) w 
see that C&T l U) s= C,(T)C,(I’) f(tr linear operators T and CY on 3“. I_Aing 
(2.4) and (2.2), we deduce that C,-,(T)* = C&T”). 
Now, for any linear operator T on X, we define E’,(T), the qth clc~cn- 
My symmetric function of T, by 
E,(T) = tr(C,(T)), the trace of C‘,(T). (Lkt j 
If m x T denotes the matrix of T relative to some ordered basis for -X, 
we define the gth elementary function on EN x T b> 
Je DE PILLIs 
E,(A) = 2 det 
4Eo,,, 
If c#gj = (xf, yr) for xi, 3~ E Z, then from (2.2), (2.3), and (2-W we have 
Let us consider now the exterior product of the vectors xl, x2,. . . , x”, 
where each xi belongs to the Hilbert space A*&? We use the symbol X, 
as distinguished from A, the exterior product of vectors in #. Thus WC 
write the decomposable vector as follows: 
x17ix5ca 
The vector space spanned by 
P(nW). Analogous to (2.2), 
(( l ,l ))*, which is defined on 
folIows : 
.-XXP, XiEhQN. (2 7) . 
all decomposable vectors (2.7) is denoted 
we endow XJQW) with an inner prodact. 
ordered pairs of decom~sable vectors as 
the determinant of thep x p matrix whose ijth entry is the scalar (x$ yQq, 
a’, yi E A%@‘. We shall need the following result, which appears as 
c43r01k3xy 2.5 in :1j* ; 
((x5 x1))1((x2, x2))x ‘ l l ((XT xp)),. 
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We shall also need the following fact concerning orthogonal projections 
<In .W (a more general statement relative to partial isometrics is to hi found 
in f2, Lemma 3.11). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w# 
the orthogonal pro jectiof8 
‘e \ ‘JI . . ., t+}, then 
denote both the subspace of Hilberd space JV and 
onto that subspace. If A has orthonormal basis 
C,(d) = (e, A e2 A 9 l 9 A ek x el A e3 A l l l A ek), (2.10) 
i’Cct one-dimensional orthogolzal projection on.to the subspace of AW spanned 
bv the vector el h e2 A 9 9 l A eke _ (Recall that, /OY vectors x, y E A%#‘, the 
(@ad operator, (X x J$ is defined bwy (x x y)z I- (z, y),x for all z E A~.#?) 
We may define an inner product 
ou Hilbert space N by putting 
on the algebra of ali linear operators 
;T, U] = tr(l!*T), the trace of V*T, (2.11) 
for ail linear operators T, I;, where I[_? is the Hilbcrt space adjoint of I’. 
We combine some of these ideas to introduce the following result. 
PYOO~. We note that a property of the dyad operator (X Y. _v): z -+ 
(z, y)x for x, ;v, z in Hilbert space .P is that tr(x s JV) -= (x, J*). Since, 
fcbr any linear operator ‘I’ on .F, ‘r l (x Y, _v) :=-= (TX x _v), we conclude 
tM 
(TX, y) = tr((Tx x ~1)) 
= tr(T l (x x F)) 
= tr((y x x)*T) (since (x :< y)* = (J* X X)) 
II=. IT, (y x x) 1 (from (2.11)). (2.13) 
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In this sequence of equalities, set ‘I! = G,(P) (an operator on the Hilbert 
space AW’J, and put x = 3’ = el A e2 A b l 9 A e,. Thus (2 13) becomes 
from (2.10) of Lemma 2.2, where .M is the orthogonal projection onto 
the subspace with orthononnal basis {el, e2,. . . , e,}. This proves one of 
the equalities of the lemma. 
We continue (2.14) by writing 
i_G,(P), C’,(A) 3 = tr(C,(-Y)C,(Af)*) 
= tr(C&P)C,(d*)) 
= tr(C,(.kP)C,(A)) 
= tr(C,(-$64) j 
= E,(9?hq 
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
(see (2.11)) 
(since d is orthogonal) 
(since C$P)Gt(A) I- C@.+4)) 
(see (2.54). (2.15) 
We are in a position to prove our principal theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P = (A&j be the #vtn x m?t positive sem-idefinite matrix, 
whose ijttt entry is the 98. X 98 m&ix A 4 jp i, i =- i , 2,. . . , m. If P is the 
m&ix of the positive se&definite operator :Jfi v ‘RLZW to the orthonormal basis 
{elf,. . ., e l e12,. . . , e 2 R 9 n ?- l *s elm,. . ., e,“$ of Albert z+we H’,,, then 
X&A, ,) . . . &(A In,) 
. . 1 (3 1) . . &A&,~ * l ’ KJ(A mm) 
for all elementary symmetric fwctions E,, E,, 1 < p < m, 1 < q < n ; 
orthogonal projection ..R, aP onto th 
spanned by the orthonormk ‘6et 
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Praof. We first point out that, if P = (A& is the mn x mn matrix 
of the positive definite linear operator .P, relative to the ordered ortho- 
mrmal basis 
8’ = {$, . . . , e,,‘, e12,. . . , en2,. . . , e(f(, .. . , envj’], 
then the &$-th entry of the n x H block matrix A ij is the scalar (;.jdt!lj, tki), 
i.<t., A,.~ -, ({:y~j, ~,i))~~, k, I ‘3;= I, 2,. . . , n. This can be seen from the 
wpansion 
of 9cli relative to the orthonormal basis 8. Equivalently, we may write 
J \-tlhere _qj =: .W2(e$); ,P ~2 is the unique positive semidefinite square root 
of 9. Since tile elementary symmetric functions are transpose invariant, * 
w may suppose the following, without loss in generality: 
Let P be the PPUZ x mn matrix of the linear operator 9 relative 
to orthonormal basis 8. Let I> be partitioned so that the ijth 
block of P is the n x n matrix A ij. Ttr’en the kl-th entry of & 
is the scalar (Q, x,j), where _Q : TY1:2ek’. 
6 
P ) 9 . .Y 
where, in each of the .wP sums, c runs over &. Now the value of thi: 
fith elementary symmetric function E, on this m x m matrix may b:! - * 
evaluated by 
subma trices 
summing the determinants of all the 
992 0 p principal # x ii 
L 
&(x,‘(l), x0”‘))* . . . z@(xbr(t), Xyy, 
. . . (3.5/ 
&(x/y x,yq . . . Zo( x0’(“), XOT( “‘)* 1 
of (X4), where t E &, p, and tr runs over the set en,* (see (2.5~) and (2.6)). 
Observe that in (3.5) the m2 summations may proceed independently of 
each other. But for convenience we shall require the G’S in req>ectivct 
ColUmlH to ape; we are, in effect, treating (3.4) and (3.5) as a sutn (pi 
matrices over the columns. This allows us to use the multilinearitv of u 
the determinant function (relative to columns) to obtain . 
Linear Algebra and Ils Applicatiolzs 4( I97 I), 79-94 
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(from (2.9), Lemma 2.1) (3.Ad)) 
(since X ji =. lP’% ji ; see also (2.4)) (36e) 
We use Lemma 2.3; set r = pq, and let the orthonorrnal set c:ot&t CJf 
the pq vectors 
We continue our equalities with (3&e) equal to 
(3.4%) 
where .N, 
) . . .,lJ 
p is the orthogonal projection onto the space with basis 
I*). Thus we have shown that, for positive semidefinite matrix I’ = (A ij)ij, 
Ef we espress (3.7a) relative to the induced matrices involved, we have 
inhere, relative to the ordered, orthonormal basis 8, P r= (Aij)ij is the 
inatrix of positive definite :P, and W, . .,np is the matrix of the orthogonal 
ilrojection onto the &dimensional s&space spanned by the orthonormal 
NbXf (“) of 8. 
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are elementwise orthogonal in the sense that (xki, xtj) = 0 whenever 
i# j,wherek,k= 1,2 ,..., B. This elementwise orthogonality is equiva- 
lent to saving that the partitioned matrix P is of block diagonal fort-n: .. 
0 Ag2 ,.. 0 
P= . ? 
this follows from (3.2). The theorem is proved. 
All A,,! . .4fm 
AZ, AZ2 . , . 1&n 
det(P) = det 
[ 1 . . . P &?nl -4 ,& . . . A ?I& IIl
det(-4,J . . . det(A,,) 
det(& l . . det(&,,J 
-< det . 
Ldet(A ,,,,) det(A ,,12} . . . det(rl nrnl) 
P&. In the statement of Theorem 3.1, set #J = m, q == 1%. Obstw~~ 
then that ~EQ,,, becomes the identity function on {l, 2,. . . , w}, ml 
61 = a2 c . . . -_ a”, the only function of Qn,n, is the identity function 
Lincav Algebra ad Its Applicaiiom 4(197 I), 7%94 
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on {1,2,. . ., nI* Hence -q,. * _,# is the identity on Wlllfi. This implies 
that the sum on the left-hand side of (3.1) reduces to the single term 
Ll(P) = det( P). This proves the corollary. 
4. A HATRICIAL INTERPRETATION FOR THEOREM 3. I 
It is our intention to employ the “concrete” definition of E,, the 
qth elementary symmetric function as defined on square matrices (rf. 
(1.3), (2.k) ; see [4, p. 173. That is, for the 92 Y $4 matrix -4, E&4 j is 
the ‘& 
0 Q 
-term sum of the determinants of all the principal q x q submatrices 
of A. We shall recast Theorem 3.1 in this setting ; then we shall he able 
to see why the inequality 
E,,((44 jj)jj) < E,(E,(A jj) j-j) (4 11 . 
is m: valid in general unless fi = q I-’ I, or I) = VI and q = n. (As before, 
-4 I= (A ij)i j, ii XZ 1, 2, l l s 9 m, is an $11 :‘.c. $11 matrix with II. x TL matrix 
block entries A ij ; as an wt7t x wit. scalar-entried matris, A is psd.! 
At the heart of the matter lies a judicious means of selecting certain 
pq x pq principal submatrices from tlic 4wz :*I ttzt~ lkck partitionecl 
matrix ,4. Thus, 
~h~FIKI-IIOS 4.1. We shall call ;4 fiq :L pq principal 5uhatris, A ‘, 
;3 zcni/omz jwincifial submatrix of A (relative to the block partitioning of 
~4) if A ’ is obtain& from A by extracting exactly I) rows (and corresponding 
columns) from each of q block rows (and corresponding block columns) 
of il. All other principal pq ?I: pq subniatriccs of A are 2w~.w2~~0~~~2. 
A schenmtic representation is given in (1.6) for selecting a uniform 
$g x pq submatrix of the mn x mu matrix 21 ; A is partitioned into w 
block rows and columns, each block lwing an n ;K ?t matrix. 
hlPOSITICDi 4.1. Let A be an )m 1~; w8z nratris whir~h is blw&- 
pxtitioned according to the rcpresentatim .-I e-2: (&4 ,j)ij, i, j ---L. 1, 2,. . . , w 
where each A ii is an n x ;Iz matrix. ‘rhe11 &J.-i) equals the sum of tlw 
determinants of all pq rc pq uniform principal wbmatrice5 (ul)sm) of 
A -t_ the sum of the determinants of all by )I( pq nonunifw-m principal 
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submatrices (rmupsm) of A. Symbolically, 
E,,(A) = 2 det(upsm) + c det(nupsm). (4 f b?’ .w 
Proof. The proposition is nothing more than a restctement of thr: 
fact that E,(A) equals the sum of the determinants of & #q x pl;? 
principal submatrices of A (see (1.3) and (2.5~)). 
be 
an 
We come now to the matric version of Theorem 3.1. Notations wilI 
as in Proposition 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Theorem 3.1). Let A4 I-, (Aid)fjl i, j = 1, 2,. . . , m .bt 
mn x mn block-Partitioned positive semidefikte matrix (each Aij is api. 
c det(upsm) ~ E, 1 r . 
where all uniform @izzcipal sz&zatr,!‘ces are Qq x fiq. Equali#y ohtai#u 
if and oily if A is block diagon.al, i.e., A ij ~1: 0 uhenevev i $- j, or when. 
p_=q= 1, i.e., E, = E, = E,, = traw. 
Proof. Since, for any orthogonal projection A, A* = A and since, 
for any linear optiTatr)rs .P and Q on mn-dimensional unitary space smn, 
E,(PQ) = E,(QP), a-2 have 
From (3.1) in Theorem 3.1, we simplv write M for the pq-dimensionai .e 
proje~ion MI,, _. _,app and we suppress indices 
statement for (3.1) ;
to obtain the equivalent 
We observe that, relative to the o.n. basis 8 (see statement of Theorenl3. I), 
the HZ* x mn matrix WS,, . a,ap is that projection matrix which has zeros 
everywhere except for pq ones on certain main diagonal entries ; viz., 
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to construct WI,. . .,apB z E Qm,pr err, n l . , CP E QnPqr imagine an WMZ x mn 
matrix partitioned as an m x m block matrix, each block entry being 
3n n X n matrix. Now consider only the p block columns column T( I), 
column t(2), . . . , column t(p). In block column t(1), select the q columns 
a’(l), U1(2), l l l , d(q), in block column t(2), select the q columns a2( 1)‘ 
f?(2) I’ l .# &J(q), and so on, until in block column t(p) we have selected the 
Q columns cP(l), aP(2),. . ., a@(q). On the main diagonal of these pq 
columns we place a one; everywhere else we place a zero. 
From this construction, it follows that, for any VW 2: wz matrix I’, 
the matrix 
W 7 
u’, . , .,crp r’ hl:l,. . .,,P) 
(4.4) 
is obtained from P by setting each entry equal to zero except for the 
/y x pq zd/wm principal submatrix of I), which lies in block columns 
t(l), t(2), l l -? z(fi), the q columns from block columri r(i) being Aosen 
;1s columns g’(l), ai(2), . . . , d(q), i = 1, 2,. . . , /J. Hence E, of the matrix 
(4.4) coincides with the detemrinant of (4.4) as a fiq x pq s~zath-! That 
iz;, (4.3) becomes 
We note that the left-hand side of this inequality represents the sum of 
the determinants of ull possible ~tt~ifornr principal py x /q wbmatrices 
of I, xx (Ai ‘)ij_ Thus (4.3) finally assumes the form 
3 det(upsm) < E,(E,(A ij)ij), (4.5) 
where the sum is taken over all /IQ x P(I uniiorm principal s&matrices 
of the positive semidefinite partitioned matris P 71 (A& i, j --z 1, 2,. . . , 
m, where each Aij is an +J x n matrix. The proof is cione. 
Remark. We mate that, if t) and y are masimal, i.e., I) = m, q = R, 
then E, = E, -.1= det. There is then only ore uniform ~2 x 112~2 principal 
submatrix of I, -II (Aij)ij in this case, viz., P itself; here (4 5) reduces 
to Thompson’s result :ti ] 
At the other extreme let p and q assume their minimal vahw, p -.z; q = 1. 
111 this case the 1 x 1 uniform principal submatrices arc the wt main 
diagonal scalars. Thus the left-hand side of (4.5) becomes the SWH of the 
(determinants of) diagonal scalars of Y, i.e., the trace. We obtain then, 
for P C (Aij)i j, 
tr( P) < tr(tr(A & 
As we have noted, equality always obtains for this case. 
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